
Over 80 of the most commonly used first aid items in one 
convenient 5" x 7" zippered storage bag! Bag color may 
vary. All components are latex-free.
$16.14 ea.

W8928 First Aid Kit

Letter size clipboard storage case is ideal for tasks on the 
go. Low profile clip holds up to 100 sheets. Storage 
compartment for paper, pens and pencils. Convenient hole 
for hanging. Blue or black finish no choice.
$5.09 ea. 

OC1039 Clipboard w/Storage Case

Such a simple tool, but it truly turns "organized chaos" into 
an organized activity. This heavyweight metal silver-colored 
whistle and black lanyard combination is a coach's best 
friend.
$2.37 ea. 

W2987 Metal Whistle and Lanyard

Our 9" Spectrum™ cones are lightweight, bright and 
colorful. Made of durable, high-impact polyethylene. Set of 
6 cones, one in each Spectrum™ color. Cone base measures 
approximately 5-1/2" x 5-1/2".
$12.74 ea. set 

W8780 Color Spectrum Cones

Starter Package

1-800-243-9232
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W8783 Color Spectrum Half Cones

Adjustable vinyl pinnies fit comfortably around the waist for 
easy team identification. Each measures 5.5” x 36” and 
attaches using hook and loop fasteners to fit waist sizes 
from 18” to 35”. Set of 6 pinnies. Choose color.
$11.04 ea. set

Our Spectrum™ poly half cones are lightweight, bright and 
colorful. Made of durable, high-impact polyethylene. 7-
3/4"D and 2"H with a 2-1/4"D hole on top.. Set of 6, one in 
each Spectrum™ color.
$4.67 ea. set 

W12892 Waist Pinnies



Top-quality T-ball set makes baseball a rewarding game for 
beginning batters. Includes an easy-to-use oversize bat, two 
oversize baseballs and a height-adjustable tee that adapts 
to your child's growth and developing skills. Hang-on-the-
wall design for easy storage. 11"L x 12"W x 22"H.
$18.69 ea.

W8727 Tot Sports T-Ball Set

Low-compression core with durable felt. Modified speed 
bounce for greater control. Ideal for driveway play and 
outdoor courts. Red ball for 36' tennis court size. 
Recommended for ages 8 and under.
$18.69 ea. 

W10836 Penn Quick Start 36 Tennis Balls

Oversized baseball bases are easy to see. 16"-square non-
slip bases provide substantial room for clients and base 
players, reducing risk of injury due to collision. Permanent 
numbers are molded into the vinyl cover. Non-skid for 
indoor use. Home plate measures 21" and all the bases 
measure 1/4” thick.
$45.04 ea. set

W6915 16" Poly Oversized Baseball Bases 

Baseball Package

1-800-243-9232
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Fantastic foam football fun! Set includes six 7-1/2"L soft 
foam footballs in a cool two-tone spiral football design
$40.79 ea. set

W9424 Spectrum Spiral Footballs Set

Clearly mark your teams with eye-catching flag sets! 
Includes twelve 1"W x 50"L nylon belts with D loop 
adjustable closures. Each set includes 2 flags per belt (24 
flags in total) that attach to the belt with hook and loop 
fasteners. Flags are 2"W x 16"L. Please specify red, yellow, 
blue, green, orange or purple when ordering.
$20.39 ea. set

W10087 Spectrum Flag Football Sets



Perfect for growing toddlers, this fun basketball set adjusts 
to 6 heights from 2-1/2 to 4 feet. Help little ones develop 
motor skills and coordination. Features an extra big rim and 
junior size basketball. Base can be weighted with sand (not 
included) for added stability. 22"L x 23-3/4"D x 60"H. Ages 
16 mos.-5 years..
$48.44 ea. set

W8728 Easy Score Basketball Set

Mesh ball bag with 4" mesh squares and drawstring top. 
Holds up to five size 5 soccer balls. 24" x 36".
$5.94 ea. 

W3513 Ball Carry Net

Basketball Package

1-800-243-9232
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W12788 Play Like a Pro Basketball Set

Share the excitement of basketball with your youngest 
hoop fans! Features a 32" ABS fan-shaped backboard, 14"-
diameter steel rim and a 3-piece, 2"-diameter pole with 
adjustable height from 4-1/2' to 6-1/2'. Base fills with sand 
or water for extra stability. For indoor and outdoor play. 
Ages 4-7..
$114.74 ea.

Kids will feel like they’ve made it to the big time with this 
portable basketball hoop. The backboard adjusts to 
different heights and has the look of a real pro backboard. 
This basketball set can be used indoors or out! Introduce 
competitive play while building basketball skills. Has 5 
height adjustments from 4’ to 6’ tall. Measures 30” x 35-
1/2” x 91”. Weighs 17 pounds.
$84.99 ea. set 

W9187 Spalding Youth Portable Backboard

Basketball Package Options

Nylon-wound with deep pebbling and narrow channels.  This is the ideal 
ball for physical education.  Measures 7” in diameter and 22” 
circumference
$6.37 ea. 

W11638004 Mini Spectrum Rubber Basketball



When you're constantly on the go but need a sturdy, 
lightweight goal. Set of portable goals are great for practice 
or games without the need for a goalie! Goals feature a safe 
and durable spring steel frame, heavy-duty net and 
anchoring pegs for stability. Set includes 2 goals that each 
folds to 1" thickness and slide into the included black 
zippered storage bag
$84.99 ea. set

W9067 Training Goals Portable 48x30

Mesh ball bag with 4" mesh squares and drawstring top. 
Holds up to five size 5 soccer balls. 24" x 36".
$5.94 ea. 

W3513 Ball Carry Net

Soccer Package

1-800-243-9232
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Each ball is nylon wound with a durable, tacky rubber cover. 
Please specify red, yellow, blue, green, orange or purple 
when ordering.$6.37 ea. 

W11624 Rubber Soccer Ball, Size 4



These foam batons are durable, yet soft and easy to grip 
during relay hand-offs. Bright, eye-catching Spectrum™ 
colors add fun and extra possibilities; use them as 
movement markers, to identify skill stations and more. Set 
of 6 batons, 1 of each Spectrum™ color. Size: 10-1/4" x 1-
1/4".
$15.29 ea. set

W7860 Spectrum Foam Batons

Low-density (15kg/m3), low rebound, uncoated foam balls 
are ideal for all levels of play. Soft and safe balls can be 
thrown or batted around room without concern
$20.39 ea. set 

W12978 Light Foam Ball Set, 6”

Easily set up a safe obstacle course, hurdle or small goal for 
any sport with our new inflatable crossbars. The soft vinyl 
material is non-intimidating to kids, so they're perfect to 
use in any movement activity even for beginners. Easy to 
transport and store, too. Approx. 38" length. Set of 6 
hurdles in Spectrum™ colors. Cones sold separately.
$22.09 ea. set 

W8279 Spectrum Inflatable Cone Crossbars

Track and Field Package

1-800-243-9232
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Soft, squishy, air-filled silicone animals puff out with every 
squeeze! Great for all sorts of toss and catch games and 
tactile stress relief. Short soft strands are easy pinch and 
grip. Approx. 4". Assorted colors. Latex Free. Set of 6.
$13.59 ea. set

SL5620 Piggy Puffer Balls


